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Technology
 – Open source: drupal 7 & mySQL
 – Design based on bootstrap 3
 – Interactive elements based on h5p.org
 – Development of graphic elements (Icons, fonts)
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Planned development
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 – Development in the context of teaching & teacher training
 – Community building
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Purpose of the website
 – Response to the new Swiss curri-
culum (www.lehrplan.ch)

 – Impulses for teaching development
 – Digital repository for tasks (OER)
 – Place of teacher collaboration 
(building a comunity)

The way to the target
 – The chapters of the learning environment consist of se-
quences of tasks. (Luthiger et al. 2014, 1999)

 – Training of individual aspects of vocal development
 – All tasks are on one website

(www.lernumgebungen.ch)

 – Interactive parts are popular and give feedback
(gamification)

 – Students are enabled to find their own learning path
 – Empowering effect of a vocal portfolio (not working yet)

morrison 2005

Singing is a drama. 
Should I slip into a role?
Singing and acting is often combined, for example in musi-
cals or operas. Stories are told and the actors slip into 
particular roles.
But how can you slip into such a role, that you are not 
acquainted with in real life?

The other chapters
Singing is (not) a private matter. – Spreading the mood. –  
Singing is a drama. – Stage presence for everyone. – This 
voice is not real. – Singing doesn‘t always work.

confrontation

elaboration
practice

consolidation

transposition/synthesis

Looking at the different aspects of voice development
 – Possible development steps are shown

Sound & vocal 
development

 – Learning the basic rules of 
singing

 – Breathing and sounding
 – Using registers
 – Articulation 
 – Experience and reflect on one‘s 

voice development 
(puberty vocal change)

 – Get to know and experience   
different sounds and effects

 – Learn to care for one‘s voice

Erlkönig as scenic performance

Basic ideas
 – Avoidance of didactic monocultures 
in singing lessons –
Dyllick 2011

 – Less teacher centricity
Dyllick anD Pezenburg 2018

 – Strong emphasis on self-responsi-
bility and individualization
bolenDer anD müller 2012

 – Diverse social forms, such as indi-
vidual and partner work
hoene anD thurman 2011

Slipping into a role (Grease)

Tonal Imagination 

 – Hitting the correct pitches
 – Singing by ear
 – Reading and singing melodies 

on lead sheets
 – Keeping one‘s voice in canons
 – Keeping one‘s voice in case of 

polyphony
 – (Intonation)

Performance 

 – Singing alone 
 – Listening to recordings of one‘s 

voice
 – Singing in groups
 – Singing in front of others
 – Singing a solo
 – Emotional singing
 – Singing in a play
 – Performing on stage

Performance helps to develop 
 the sound

The development of sound  
encourages self-concept 

Imagination: The burning pillow

The development of tona l 
imagination increases  the 
options for action

Interview with an actor

Analysis of Schubert‘s Erlkönig

Scenic representation of a song

Competition at the Wuppertal University

Education in the digital world 2019

Winner of the category especially worth mentioning

Every voice is unique. 
And mine?
You are not only unique as a person, you also have a 
unique voice.
Through your body, your bones and your way of using the 
voice, you are unmistakable. Knowing your own voice has a 
great influence on the motivation to sing.

The other chapters
Every voice is unique. – Voices grow up. – Voices need 
care. – The voice is an instrument. – Breathing is the engine. 
– Drag all registers. – Singing with a big tube. – Forming 
vowels and consonants.

Reflecting one‘s own voice with a partner

Quiz: Girl or boy?

Getting to know voice parameters

Trying out voice parameters

The guy with 43 voices

Recognize vocal parameters

Mother‘s voice

There are no poor pitch singers. 
But I can‘t strike a note.
About 100 muscles have to work properly to hit the correct 
pitch, the ears have to be trained, and the body has to learn 
where which sound is felt. That is why it is not easy to sing 
correctly.
But as long as there is no amusia, it is possible to learn it.

 
The other chapters
There are no poor pitch singers. – Listening and singing 
along. – Reading and singing melodies. – Singing harmony. 

Can I hear properly?

Where in my body sits the tone

Am I talking or singing?

Drawing and singing melodies

Sound circle

Certificate: I‘m a singer

Which sounds can I produce?

Selected chapters


